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D301 – SINGLE LAYER DIVIDING CURTAIN 

Roll-up curtain made of synthetic fireproof PVC, 

single layer. Full PVC or 270 cm PVC on bottom 
part and mesh on upper side, closing to the 
ceiling by electric motor.  

Compact closure in just 40 cm. 

D302 - DOUBLE LAYER DIVIDING CURTAIN 
(High acoustic divider) 

Play-courts acoustic dividing curtain made of 

synthetic fireproof PVC, double layer, closing to 
the ceiling by electric motor. High sound insulation. 

 

D302-TA - DOUBLE LAYER DIVIDING CURTAIN 

(Top acoustic divider)  

Play-courts “acoustic” dividing curtain made of 
synthetic fireproof PVC, double layer, closing to 
the ceiling by electric motor. Top sound insulation. 

 

D303-SLN - Combined dividing curtain 

Below part PVC single layer / upper net 

Play-courts combined dividing curtain made of 

synthetic fireproof PVC, single layer, for 270 cm 
on bottom part and 10x10 cm net on upper side, 
closing to the ceiling by electric motor. 

D303 - Combined dividing curtain 

Below part PVC double layer / upper net 

Play-courts combined dividing curtain made of 
synthetic fireproof PVC, double layer, for 220 cm 
on bottom part and 10x10 cm net on upper side, 
closing to the ceiling by electric motor. 

D304 – Protective netting system 

Play-courts dividing and protective netting, mesh 
size 10x10 cm, for the whole height, closing to 
the ceiling by electric motor. 

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED DIVIDING CURTAINS 

D306 - Combined dividing curtain 

Below part PVC single layer / upper mesh 

Play-courts combined dividing curtain made of 
synthetic fireproof PVC, single layer, for 270 cm 
on bottom part and mesh (transparent) material 
on upper side, closing to the ceiling by electric 
motor. 
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D308 – FLAG HOIST SYSTEM  

Hoist system with no limitation 

regardless of the height of clamping. 
Descending to the ground/floor and 
easy changing of flags. 

D313 - MOVABLE/PORTABLE 

DIVIDING CURTAIN SYSTEM 

Special made detachable and 
portable dividing curtains which 
can be transported to another 
location with chain hoists, 
special trolleys, forklifts… 

D311 UPPER RING CLOSURE SYSTEM FOR ARENAS 

Simple and easy installation to various and all kind of roof 

structure. 

Minimum number of clamping points is required. 

D402 PVC curtain  

Play-courts dividing curtain 
made of synthetic fireproof 
PVC, single layer, manually 
closing to the side on rail. 

D401 NETTING CURTAIN  

Play-courts dividing and 
protective netting, mesh 
10x10 cm, for the whole 
height, manually closing to 
the side on rail. 

D404-SLN Combined curtain: 

Below part PVC single layer / upper 
net  

Play-courts combined dividing curtain 

made of synthetic fireproof PVC, single 
layer, for 270 cm on bottom part and 
10x10 cm net on upper side, manually 
closing to the side on rail. 

D403 Fabric curtain  

Play-courts dividing curtain 
made of fireproof fabric, 
manually closing to the side 
on rail. 

MANUALLY OPERATED DIVIDING CURTAINS 

D401-H HOCKEY PROTECTIVE 
NETTING  

Protective netting for hockey arenas and 

halls. Customizable around the perimeter. 

   
D309 – PROJECTION SCREEN  

Special synthetic fireproof PVC 

used for projection only, single 
layer, closing to the ceiling by 
electric motor. Compact closure in 
just 40 cm.  


